Infant social attention: An endophenotype of ASD-related traits?
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Abstract

Background

As a neurodevelopmental disorder, symptoms of ASD likely emerge from a complex interaction between pre-existing genetic vulnerabilities and the child’s environment. One way to understand causal paths to ASD is to identify dimensional ASD-related traits that vary in the general population and that predispose individuals with other risk factors towards ASD. Moving beyond behavioral traits to explore underlying neurocognitive processes may further constrain the underlying genetics. Endophenotypes are quantitatively, heritable, trait-related differences that are generally assessed with laboratory-based methods, can be identified in the general population, and may be more closely tied to particular causal chains that have a more restricted set of genetic roots. The most fruitful endophenotypes may be those observed in infancy, prior to the emergence of behavioral symptoms that they are hypothesized to cause. Social motivation is an ASD-related trait that is highly heritable. In this study, we investigate whether infant endophenotypes of social attention relate to familial risk for lower social motivation in the general population.

Methods

We examined whether infant social attention (measured using habituation, EEG power and event-related potential tasks previously used in infants/toddlers with ASD) varies quantitatively with parental social motivation in 117 6-month-old and 106 12-month-old typically developing infants assessed cross-sectionally. To assess heritable aspects of social motivation, primary caregiver biological parents completed two self-report measures of social avoidance and discomfort that have shown high heritability in previous work.

Results

Parents with higher social discomfort and avoidance had infants who showed shorter looks to faces but not objects; reduced theta power during naturalistic social attention; and smaller P400 responses to faces versus objects.

Conclusion
Early reductions in social attention are continuously related to lower parental social motivation. Alterations in social attention may be infant endophenotypes of social motivation traits related to ASD.
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Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is characterized by impairments in social interaction and communication, and the presence of restrictive and repetitive behaviors and sensory processing difficulties (APA, 2013). As a neurodevelopmental disorder, symptoms of ASD likely emerge from a complex interaction between pre-existing genetic vulnerabilities and the child’s environment. Genetic influences are complex, but include both the aggregate effects of common polygenic risk, and more individually deleterious de novo and rare inherited mutations (Robinson, Neale, & Hyman, 2015). The effects of deleterious mutations are variable, producing symptom clusters in interaction with genetic background (Moreno-De-Luca et al., 2013). For example, children with a 16p11.2 or 22q11.2 deletion show an IQ lower than expected based on parental IQ (Moss et al., 1999; Zufferey et al., 2012). Within families with relatively lower cognitive skills, the child may fall below expected norms and receive a diagnosis of developmental delay; a child from a high-IQ family may function in the typical range. In the context of ASD, children with a penetrant mutation may only receive an ASD diagnosis when their genetic background predisposes them to relatively poorer social communication skills. Similarly, variations in temperament have been proposed as moderating factors of ASD expression (Mundy, Henderson, Inge, & Coman, 2007).

Influences of both aggregated common polygenic risk and interactions between penetrant variants and genetic background on ASD would predict that genetic variance contributing to ASD is the same as that contributing to neurotypical variation in ASD-related traits. This is the case, particularly in the social domain (Constantino, 2011). Further, ASD-related traits show the same aetiology in the general population and at quantitative extremes (Lundström et al., 2012; Robinson et al., 2011). Like categorical ASD, quantitative traits are also highly heritable (Colvert, Tick, McEwen, et al, 2015; Constantino & Todd, 2005). One way to identify causal paths to ASD is thus to identify dimensional ASD-related traits that vary in the general population. These could provide indicators of the genetic background that predisposes individuals with other risk factors (like deleterious mutations, significant environmental
challenges or accumulated polygenic risk) towards ASD (Cuthbert & Insel, 2013; Jones, Gliga, Bedford, Charman, & Johnson, 2014; London, 2014).

Moving beyond behavioral traits to explore underlying neurocognitive processes may further constrain the underlying genetics. Endophenotypes are quantitative, heritable, trait-related differences that are generally assessed with laboratory-based methods, can be identified in the general population (Bearden & Freimer, 2006), and may be more closely tied to particular causal chains that have a more restricted set of genetic roots (Meyer-Lindenberg & Weinberger, 2006; Viding & Blakemore, 2006). We have selected the term ‘endophenotype’ following (Lenzenweger, 2013), who argues in favor of the use of this term when discussing traits thought to be both heritable and on the causal path to symptoms of the condition of interest (as contrasted with the more general term ‘biomarker’, a feature associated with the condition but not heritable or necessarily causally linked). A range of endophenotypes for ASD such as atypicalities in face processing, social responsiveness and executive functioning have been identified in work with older children and adults (e.g. Dawson, Webb, Wijsman, et al., 2005; Lowe, Werling, Constantino, Cantor, & Geschwind, 2014; Rommelse, Geurts, Franke, Buitelaar, & Hartman, 2011). However, the most fruitful endophenotypes may be those observed in infancy, prior to the emergence of behavioral symptoms that they are hypothesized to cause (Gliga, Jones, Bedford, Charman, & Johnson, 2014).

A common approach to identifying infant endophenotypes of ASD has been to employ prospective longitudinal studies of infants with older siblings with ASD, who have a 20% chance of developing ASD themselves (Ozonoff et al., 2011). An endophenotype should be present in infants with later ASD, in addition to being elevated in unaffected family members relative to the general population. An emerging theme from this research is the early emergence of perturbations in social attention. Infants with later ASD show declining attention to eyes between 2 and 24 months (Jones & Klin, 2013); reduced attention engagement to faces on both cognitive and neural measures at 6 months (Jones et al., 2016); reduced monitoring of social stimuli at 6 months (Chawarska, Macari, & Shic, 2013; Shic, Macari, & Chawarska, 2014);
declining attention to people in naturalistic contexts between 6 and 24 months (Ozonoff et al., 2010); and altered neural response to shifts in gaze at 6- to 9-months (Elsabbagh et al., 2012). These perturbations in social attention may reduce learning about the social world, affecting the later development of social communication skills. Indeed, dimensional relations with later social communication skills within infants at familial risk have been reported in infancy (Jones et al., 2016) and for similar measures in toddlers (Webb et al., 2010, 2011). Thus, perturbations in social attention could be a candidate endophenotype for ASD.

Candidate endophenotypes for ASD should not only be present in infants with a later diagnosis, but should also be present at elevated levels in individuals who share genetic risk factors for the condition. Since genetic variance contributing to ASD is the same as that contributing to neurotypical variation in autism-related traits (Constantino, 2011), this effect should be apparent in the general population. This is an important distinguishing feature between endophenotypes and other biomarkers, which could include any measurable indicator of a condition and should not be present in individuals without a diagnosis. To test whether infant social attention could be an endophenotype of ASD-related traits, in this study we examine infant social attention and its relation to parental social motivation in a large population of neurotypical infants at low risk for ASD. Social motivation is a core deficit in ASD, and reduced social motivation is part of the ‘broader phenotype’ of the condition shared by some family members (Chevallier, Kohls, Troiani, Brodkin, & Schultz, 2012; Sung et al., 2005). Social motivation encompasses orienting and maintaining attention to the social world, taking pleasure in social interactions and working to foster and maintain social bonds. We focused specifically on parent social motivation rather than a broader measure of ASD-related traits because of evidence that the social communication and restrictive and repetitive behavior domains are separable at the genetic level (Happé & Ronald, 2008; Ronald, Larsson, Anckarsäter, & Lichtenstein, 2011). Critically, social motivation shows high heritability (Sung et al., 2005). Thus, if infant social attention is an endophenotype of ASD-related traits, parent measures of social motivation should relate to infant levels of social attention.
We focused on 6- and 12-month-old infants, to examine the same disruptions of social attention observed in infants with later ASD (Jones et al., 2016). To index social attention, we used three metrics that have been previously related to ASD in infants and young children. We hypothesized that infants of parents with low levels of social motivation would show lower levels of social attention in infancy. Specifically, we predicted that infants of parents with lower social motivation would show shorter peak looks to faces during a habituation paradigm (as do 6-month-old infants with later ASD; Jones et al., 2016), smaller and less prolonged/faster P400 responses to faces versus objects in an event-related potential (ERP) paradigm (as do 6-month-old infants with later ASD; Jones et al., 2016, see also Webb, Dawson, Bernier, & Panagiotides, 2006 Figure 1), and reduced theta power to faces vs. objects in an electroencephalography (EEG) study (as do toddlers with ASD; Dawson et al., 2012). Confirmation of these predictions would be consistent with infant social attention being an endophenotype for social motivation difficulties.

Methods

Participants

6 and 12 month old typically developing, full-term infants were recruited using a University Infant Participant Pool. Exclusionary criteria included a known family history of ASD in 1st or 2nd degree relatives since we wished to examine traits within the neurotypical population; physical signs of known genetic syndromes; serious medical or neurological conditions; sensory or motor impairments; birth weight <2000 grams; gestational age <37 weeks; history of intraventricular hemorrhage; exposure to neurotoxins; and maternal gestational diabetes. To confirm that infants were typically developing, parents of infants were administered the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales (VAB; Sparrow, Cicchetti, & Balla, 2005), a standardized developmental interview that provides norm-referenced scores in the areas of communication, socialization, motor skills and daily living skills. Table 1 provides final sample size and scores for infants and parents. Of note, only 50% of infants were asked to participate
in the habituation task in order to produce comparable participant numbers to the ERP paradigm (given the high attrition rate of this methodology).

<< INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE >>

**Parent measures of social motivation**

Primary caregiver, biological parents were asked to complete the Social Competence Questionnaire (COMQ, Sarason, Sarason, Anthony, & Basham, 1985) and the Social Avoidance and Distress Scale (SADS, Watson & Friend, 1969). A previous study of families with a child with ASD had identified strong heritability of the social motivation component of the lengthy in-person BPASS scale. Within this sample, BPASS social motivation scores were very highly correlated with scores on the COMQ and SADS (Sung et al., 2005). Thus, we selected the COMQ and SADS to assess social motivation with minimal parent burden. The COMQ includes ten statements concerning social comfort that are rated on a scale of 1 to 4 from 'not at all like me' to 'a great deal like me'; higher total scores on this measure reflect greater social comfort (see SM1.1 for examples). The SADS includes 28 true or false questions about experience of social situations; higher total scores indicate greater social avoidance and distress (see SM1.1 for examples). In the present sample, as expected scores on the questionnaires were significantly related (6-months: $r(98) = -0.79$, $p < 0.001$; 12-months $r(94) = -0.74$, $p < 0.001$).

**Infant Social Attention Tasks**

*Habituation to Faces and Objects.* As conducted in Jones et al. (2016; Webb et al., 2010), stimuli were colored photographs of female faces and toys. Infants participated in four habituation experiments, in a two day, by two stimulus sets repeated measures design. There were no effects of stimulus set, testing day or order, and so analyses were collapsed to provide a more stable characterization of individual differences (e.g., Colombo, Mitchell, & Horowitz, 1988; Colombo, Mitchell, O’Brien, & Horowitz, 1987). Habituation was met when two consecutive looks (fixation longer than 1 second; e.g., Colombo & Mitchell, 1990) fell below fifty
percent of the average of the child's longest two looks, requiring a minimum of 4 looks. Analyses focused on the duration of the longest look (peak look), since shorter peak looks to faces at 6 months were related to ASD at 24 months in a recent longitudinal study (Jones et al., 2016).

**EEG during Live Social Interactions.** EEG during live social versus nonsocial attention was collected as an index of attention engagement (Jones, Venema, Lowy, Earl, & Webb, 2015). In brief, EEG was recorded from 128-channel Geodesic sensor net; recorded online with reference to the vertex; digitized at 500Hz; amplified at 1000x, and band-pass filtered at 0.1 to 100Hz. During recording, children were seated 60 cm from an experimenter while she sang for two one-minute periods and held plain infant toys in her hands.

EEG data was segmented into 1-second segments and divided (based on offline coding from video) by whether infant was predominantly looking at social aspects of the display (e.g. the experimenter's face) or at non-social aspects of the display (e.g. the toys in her hand). Looking was coded frame-by-frame from video by a trained experimenter (EJ). Segments were artifact detected for excessive amplitude or artifact (electro-ocular, movement and muscular); bad channels interpolated; and data re-referenced to the average reference. Segments were detrended and subjected to a fast fourier transform (FFT). Power values were averaged across segments and electrodes over frontal regions (24,28,29,25,20,21, 3,4,124,123,119,118); natural logs were calculated to reduce skew. Logged power values were averaged across the theta (3-6 Hz) and alpha (6-9 Hz) frequency ranges to test whether effects were band-specific, and examined for social and nonsocial attention separately.

**Event-Related Potential Task.** ERPs to faces and objects were collected as a measurement of the speed and depth of processing. The same EEG recording and artifact detection parameters were used as described above. Peaks between 300-900 msec were identified for the posterior temporal left (58,59,60,65,66) and right (86,92,97,85,91) regions for the P400 peak amplitude and latency (Dawson et al., 2002; Elsabbagh et al., 2012).

For analysis, we computed a difference score (faces minus objects; hereto referred to as the "P400 face/object difference") for both latency and amplitude. Based on previous work
(Jones et al., 2016; Elsabbagh et al., 2012) we predicted that infants with parents with lower social motivation would show a more negative P400 face/object difference for latency (faster response to faces) and a more negative P400 face/object difference for amplitude (smaller response to faces). Attrition rates for the ERP methodology can be found in SM 1.4.

**Analysis strategy**

We first conducted preliminary repeated-measures ANOVAs on each social attention measure by Condition (Social, Nonsocial), Age and Sex to characterize effects and guide the design of the main analysis. Subsequently, to examine the relation between parent social motivation and infant social attention, data was analyzed with a series of multivariate ANOVAs conducted separately for the primary variable for each social attention measure. In the main multivariate model, parent reports of social motivation (COMQ and SADS total score) were added as the two dependent variables. Infant Age (6, 12) and Infant Sex (Male, Female) were included as between-subject factors, and the experimental measure was included as a covariate. The models were specified to examine the main effect of Age, Sex, the experimental measure, and the interaction terms (experimental measure by Age, experimental measure by Sex, and the experimental measure by Age and Sex). Thus, variables associated with the parent and variables associated with the child were separated in the models. Where there was a significant interaction between an experimental measure and Age and/or Sex, follow-up analyses examined effects within each subgroup. Of note, there were no significant main effects or interactions with Sex within these models (see Table S2), and thus Sex is not discussed further. Where there was an effect of an experimental measure on the multivariate term, we report individual significance levels for the COMQ and SADS.

**Results**

**Habituation**

The preliminary repeated measures ANOVA showed that peak looks were longer for faces than objects ($F(1,87)= 4.9, p= 0.03$), with no significant interactions with Age or Sex ($Fs < 0.5, ps> 0.5$). Peak looks were shorter at 12 than 6 months ($F(1,87)= 21.8, p< 0.001$).
In the multivariate analysis, infant peak look duration to faces was significantly related to parent social motivation ($F(2,82)= 7.13, p= 0.001, \rho^2 = 0.15$). This effect was significant for the COMQ ($F(2, 83)= 14.42, p<0.001, \rho^2 = 0.15$; Figure 1A) and the SADS ($F(2,83)= 7.65, p= 0.007, \rho^2 = 0.08$; Figure 1C). Specifically, infants of parents with lower levels of social motivation showed shorter peak looks to faces. There was no significant relation between peak look duration to objects and parent social motivation ($F(2,84)= .06, p= 0.94, \rho^2 = 0.001$; Figure 1B and D), and no significant interaction with age ($F(2,82)= .50, p= 0.31, \rho^2 = 0.01$).

<< INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE>>

**EEG**

The preliminary repeated measures ANOVA confirmed that theta power was greater during social than nonsocial attention ($F(1,140)= 26.78, p< 0.001$), and greater at 12 than 6 months ($F(1,140)= 27.0, p<0.001$); (Jones et al, 2015). Alpha power was greater during nonsocial than social attention ($F(1,140) = 4.29, p = 0.04, \rho^2 = 0.03$) and there was an interaction between social versus nonsocial attention, Age and Sex ($F(1,140 ) = 8.57, p = 0.004, \rho^2 = 0.058$). At 12 months, male infants showed a greater difference in alpha power between nonsocial and social stimuli than female infants ($F(1,64) = 6.83, p = 0.011, \rho^2 = 0.096$).

In the multivariate ANOVA, infant theta power during live social attention was significantly related to parental social motivation ($F(2,136)= 3.51, p= 0.032, \rho^2 = 0.049$); specifically reduced theta during social attention was related to lower parental social motivation. This effect was marginally significant for the COMQ ($F(1,137)= 3.66, p= 0.058, \rho^2 = 0.026$, Fig 2A) and significant for the SADS ($F(1,137)= 7.04, p= 0.009, \rho^2 = 0.049$, Fig 2C). There was no significant interaction with Age ($F(2,136)= 1.91, p= 0.15, \rho^2 = 0.027$).

Effects were not significant for alpha power ($F(2,136)= 1.11, p= 0.33, \rho^2 = 0.016$), though there was a marginally significant interaction with Age ($F(2,136) =-2.48, p = 0.087$). This wasn’t significant for either measure individually, and is not interpreted further.
There was a marginally significant relation between theta power during nonsocial attention and parent social motivation ($F(2,136)=2.79, p=0.07, \rho^2=0.039$), and no significant interaction with Age ($F(2, 136)=1.04, p=0.36, \rho^2=0.019$). The marginal effect was individually significant for the SADS ($F(1,137)=5.56, p=0.02, \rho^2=0.039$, Fig 2D) but not the COMQ ($F(1,137)=2.75, p=0.1, \rho^2=0.02$, Fig 2B); lower theta power during nonsocial attention was related to higher levels of parental social anxiety.

<< INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE>>

**ERP**

The preliminary repeated measures ANOVA showed that P400 amplitudes were greater to objects than faces ($F(1,90)=22.1, p<0.001$) and latencies were faster for faces than objects ($F(1,90)=6.72, p=0.011$), with no significant interactions with Age or Sex ($Fs<2, ps>.1$)(also de Haan, Pascalis, & Johnson, 2002; Dawson et al., 2002; Jones et al., 2016). Latencies were also significantly faster at 12 than 6 months ($F(1,90)=16.6, p<0.001$).

In the multivariate ANOVA, P400 amplitude “face/object difference” significantly related to parental social motivation as a function of Age ($F(2,85)=3.36, p=0.04, \rho^2=0.07$). This effect was individually significant for the COMQ ($F(1,86)=6.69, p=0.011, \rho^2=0.07$, Fig 3B) and marginally significant for the SADS ($F(1,86)=3.13, p=0.08, \rho^2=0.035$, Fig 3D). Specifically, reduced P400 amplitude to faces relative to objects was related to lower levels of parental social motivation in the 6- but not 12-month-old infants; at 6 months this effect was significant for the COMQ ($F(1,38)=4.61, p=0.038, \rho^2=0.108$) but not the SADS ($F(1,38)=2.58, p=0.116, \rho^2=0.064$). Examining responses to faces and objects separately did not reveal any significant effects ($Fs<3, ps>.1$).

There was no significant overall relation between P400 latency to faces minus objects and parent phenotype ($F(2,82)=0.85=0, p=0.88, \rho^2=0.003$). However, there was a marginally significant interaction between P400 latency and Age in the relation to parent phenotype
(F(2.85)= 2.87, p= 0.062, ρ^2 = 0.063); this was significant for both the COMQ (F(1.86) = 5.53, p = 0.021, ρ^2 = 0.06, Fig 3A) and SADS (F(1.86) = 4.58, p = 0.035, ρ^2 = 0.051, Fig 3C) individually. For 12- but not 6-month-old infants, faster P400 latency to faces relative to objects was related to lower levels of parental social motivation at the trend level (6 months: F(2,37) = 0.94, p = 0.40, ρ^2 = 0.049; 12 months: F(2,45) = 2.67, p = 0.08, ρ^2 = 0.11); at 12 months this effect was significant for the COMQ (F(1,46) = 5.33, p = 0.026, ρ^2 = 0.104) and marginally significant for the SADS (F(1,46) = 3.89, p = 0.055, ρ^2 = 0.078).

<< INSERT FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE>>

**Discussion**

We tested whether parental social motivation was related to infant social attention using data from three tasks that reveal social attention difficulties in infants who later develop autism (Jones et al., 2016; Elsabbagh et al., 2012) and in preschoolers with early ASD (Dawson et al., 2012; Webb et al., 2006; 2010; 2011). Broadly, we confirmed our hypotheses. Infants with parents with lower levels of self-reported social motivation showed shorter peak looks to faces, a reduced P400 amplitude to faces versus objects, and reduced theta power during naturalistic social attention. These findings are consistent with reduced attention engagement to social stimuli in infants of parents with lower levels of social motivation. The quantitative relations observed are consistent with the proposal that variations in social attention are an infant endophenotype of social motivation, an ASD-related trait.

In our habituation task, parents who reported lower levels of social motivation had infants who showed shorter peak look durations to faces. This effect was individually significant for both the COMQ and SADS measures, was specific to faces and not observed for objects, and was not confounded by the number of trials infants took to habituate (see SM1.6.). Previous work with infants diagnosed with ASD at 2 years has shown that a shorter peak look to faces at 6 months is also related to later categorical ASD and dimensional variation in later ASD
symptoms (Jones et al., 2016). A shorter peak look to faces likely reflects reduced attention engagement to social stimuli. Thus, in the present study infants with parents with both lower social comfort and higher social anxiety were less engaged with social stimuli.

Second, we used EEG theta and alpha power to measure brain activity during natural social attention. Specifically, infants watched an experimenter singing and holding toys; EEG was contrasted during social visual attention (e.g. when the infant was looking at the examiner’s face) and nonsocial visual attention (e.g. while the infant was looking at the toys). The use of naturalistic stimuli is rare in infant EEG research, but is critical to establishing the nature of social attention in ecologically valid contexts. Increases in EEG theta power occur during species-relevant behaviors (Orekhova, Stroganova, Posikera & Elam, 2006). Thus, greater attention engagement to social stimuli should be reflected by increased theta power. Indeed, in 6- and 12-month-old typically developing infants, attention to the face of a researcher during a live singing episode produces an increase in frontal theta power relative to attention to objects (Jones et al., 2015). The extent of differential theta activation to faces and objects increases between 6 and 12-months, indicating developing specialization of the social brain. Although this specific paradigm has not yet been reported in high risk populations, young children with ASD show reduced theta power and elevated alpha power to static faces vs. objects; this can be normalized with intensive intervention (Dawson et al., 2012). The present data shows that infants of parents with lower levels of social motivation also show smaller frontal theta responses during social attention, consistent with reduced attention engagement. Possibly, lower levels of parental social motivation are associated with slightly slower specialization of social brain regions in their infants. Of note, in this task there were also effects at a trend level for nonsocial attention; because the experimenter was singing throughout the task, this may reflect the social context in which the nonsocial attention occurred. Supporting this interpretation, analysis of EEG data from the same cohort of infants passively watching naturalistic videos of toys moving shows no relation between theta power and parental social motivation (see SM1.5).
In the ERP task, we examined P400 responses to faces and objects because responses over this and related components are altered in both infants with later ASD (Elsabbagh et al., 2012; Jones et al., 2016), infants with older siblings with ASD (Elsabbagh et al., 2009), and children with ASD (Dawson et al., 2002, Webb et al., 2006). In the present study, 6-month-old infants with parents with lower social motivation showed relatively greater P400 amplitude to objects versus faces, consistent with lesser engagement of social attention. Interestingly, there were marginally significant effects for P400 latency that were strongest at 12 months. We had expected to see shorter P400 latencies to faces at 6 months in infants with parents with lower social motivation levels, as had been previously reported in infants with later ASD (Jones et al., 2016, Elsabbagh et al., 2012); this is the direction observed within 6-month-olds in the present report (Figure 3A,C), though this was not significant. In contrast, at 12 months infants with parents with lower social motivation showed slower responses to faces than objects – an effect in the opposite direction. Older children with ASD also show slower responses to faces than objects over the N170 component (Webb et al., 2006), for which the P400 is thought to be an infant precursor (de Haan, Johnson, & Halit, 2003). Thus, there may be age-related change in optimum endophenotypes of social attention, though further longitudinal work is required to address this hypothesis. Taken together, our study is consistent with the previous work showing that alterations in P400 response to faces are associated with ASD risk, and extends this observation to show a quantitative relationship with liability for lower social motivation within the general population.

Specificity to ASD

One feature of an endophenotype is that it should be more strongly associated with the condition of interest than with other psychiatric conditions. Several lines of evidence suggest that our work is indeed relevant to the study of ASD-associated traits. First, further analysis presented in the Supplementary Materials is not consistent with more general effects of psychopathology or infant temperament. Measures of social attention were not related to generalized anxiety or depression in parents (SM1,2), or more general measures of infant
temperament (SM1.3); controlling for these variables in the statistical models did not change the pattern of results. Second, in other work identical and related metrics of social attention relate to later categorical and dimensional features of ASD in infancy and toddlerhood (Dawson et al., 2012; Jones et al., 2016; Webb et al., 2006, 2010, 2011). Third, emerging results show that our selected metrics of social attention can be modified by a parent-mediated intervention designed to ameliorate symptoms of ASD in infants at high familial risk (Jones et al. under review). Fourth, we used two measures of parent social motivation that relate to a construct that is highly heritable and diminished in individuals with ASD (Sung et al., 2005). Sung’s study used the COMQ and SADS in combination with the in-person Broader Phenotype Autism Symptom Scale (BPASS) interview to assess social motivation in families with ASD (Sung et al., 2005). The BPASS social motivation domain assesses child and adulthood social interest in peers and groups, and was more highly correlated with the COMQ than the SADS (Sung et al., 2005). In the present study, the COMQ was also slightly more closely related to infant social attention than was the SADS. Future work with observational measures of parent social communication would provide more nuanced information about the specific aspects of parent social functioning that might most closely relate to infant social attention. Taken together, our results suggest that infant social attention quantitatively varies with familial social motivation in the general population, and may thus be a candidate endophenotype for ASD-related traits.

**Heritability and Environment**

Within the present study, the relation between parental phenotype and infant measures is likely to be driven by both genetic and environmental factors. Social motivation is known to be heritable (Sun et al., 2005). Altered social attention in infancy may link parent social motivation to the social motivation of their children. Reduced infant social attention may reduce self-directed experience with social stimuli or compromise the processing of those stimuli when experienced, resulting in reduced social motivation over development. In this way, altered infant social attention may be one factor that mediates the heritability of social motivation measured in later development. Alternatively, infant social attention may be an infant
expression of a tendency towards reduced social motivation that persists through the lifespan. Of note, parent report of infant social-communication on the Vineland did not reveal any relation between parent social motivation and their perception of their infant’s behaviors ($F_s < 2, p > .2$). Changes in overt behavior may emerge downstream of changes in neurocognitive measures of social attention. Indeed, whilst changes in social attention are observed from 6 months in infants with later ASD (Elsabbagh et al., 2012; Jones et al., 2016), behavioral differences on the Vineland socialization scale are only apparent after 24 months (Estes et al., 2015). The collection of longitudinal observational data on large normative cohorts is required to establish whether there is a developmental link between parent social motivation, infant social attention and the social motivation in later childhood.

The relation between infant social attention and parent social motivation may also have both direct and indirect contextual environmental components. Further work should ascertain whether parents with lower social motivation interact differently with their infants, or may take their infants to fewer social events or activities. Given that our parent questionnaires were filled out by a biological parent who was also the infant’s primary caregiver, we cannot disentangle the effect of immediate environment and genetic background. Research with families with more complex family structures (e.g. egg/sperm donors, adoption, non-biological primary caregivers) will be important in addressing these effects. Further, the majority of our infant population had a female primary caregiver. Studies with a greater proportion of male respondents will be important to understanding whether there are parent-gender differences in the relation between parental social competence and infant social attention.

Further work to probe the nature of the neurocognitive systems underlying the observed individual differences on our social attention tasks will be important. Of note, the three experimental measures did not significantly correlate with each other (SM1.7). Possibly, each task taps a different face of social attention, all of which are related to parental social functioning. Indeed, there were subtle differences between the measures in their relation to parent phenotype. For example, the ERP measures related differently with parent phenotype at
6 and 12 months; the habituation measure related similarly to both SADS and COMQ at both ages; and the EEG measures related more strongly to SADS than COMQ across both ages. To determine whether these differences represent meaningful divisions between different faces of social attention would require replication. General models of infant attention separate ‘attention’ into different constructs such as alerting, orienting, feature and spatial attention (Colombo, 2001); how these constructs map onto social attention remains unclear. Jones et al (2016) propose that whilst social orienting appears relatively intact in the first few months of life for infants with later ASD, deeper levels of engagement (or feature attention) with social stimuli may be reduced. There may be additional processes relevant to the present dataset (such as affective response), but these have not been well characterized in relation to the present tasks. Alternatively, measurement error associated with each experimental task may make inter-task relations difficult to identify, whilst relations with more stable questionnaire-based measures may be clearer. Very few previous studies of normative infant social attention have used multiple experimental measures, constraining our understanding of the nature of attention development in the social domain. Thus, further work should focus on further specifying the nature of the neurocognitive systems that underlie social attention in infancy.

Of importance, the cohort as a whole scored within the normal range on the adaptive social and communicative skills (Table 1; mean = 100, standard deviation 15). Thus, the sample of infants was generally typically developing in terms of their overt behaviors. Consistent with prospectively studied low-risk samples, rates of ASD and other developmental concerns are low (e.g. Ozonoff et al., 2011) and we explicitly excluded families with a history of ASD to ensure that our results reflect normative variation. Thus, we are categorically not proposing that the alterations in social attention in the present study indicate that infants will develop ASD. Rather, we contend that these alterations in social attention may represent background genetic variation that may predispose individuals at the extremes of the population, or who also experience a highly penetrant variant or environmental impact, toward ASD. Other children
with the same familial tendencies but without the additional risk factors may develop typically, and this is likely the case for the overwhelming majority of low-risk children in this report.

**Conclusion**

For the first time, we observed significant relations between lower parental social motivation and reduced social attention in their 6- and 12-month-old infants. Taken together, our work suggests that social attention is a quantitative endophenotypes of a core ASD-related domain in the general population. Our work also suggested that some measures of social attention were more sensitive to familial ASD-related traits at 6- or 12-months, again consistent with work with infants who develop ASD. This underlines the importance of considering the developmental nature of infant endophenotypes, and the possibility that different metrics may be needed at different ages. Measures of social attention in infancy have great potential for studies of the relation between genetic and environmental risk factors and the emergence of ASD-related traits over developmental time.
**Key Points**

- Efforts to understand Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) have emphasized the importance of examining dimensional traits that vary in the general population.

- A range of social endophenotypes for ASD have been identified in older children and adults, and prospective longitudinal studies of infants suggest early perturbations in social attention.

- To establish whether social attention could be a candidate infant endophenotype for ASD-related traits, we examined the continuous relation between neurocognitive measures of infant social attention and parent self-reported social motivation in the general population.

- Lower parental social motivation was related to reduced social attention in their 6- and 12-month-old infants.

- Measures of infant social attention have great potential for studies of the relation between genetic and environmental risk factors and emergence of ASD-related traits over developmental time.
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Figure Captions

**Figure 1:** Higher parent social anxiety (SADS) and lower social comfort (COMQ) relate to shorter peak look to faces (A, C) but not objects (B, D) in 6- and 12-month-old infants.

**Figure 2:** Higher parent social anxiety (SADS) and (with marginal significance) lower social comfort (COMQ) relate to lower theta power during social attention (A, C) in 6- and 12-month-old infants. Higher parent social anxiety (SADS) related to lower theta power during nonsocial attention in a social context (B, D) in 6- and 12-month-old infants.

**Figure 3:** Lower social comfort (COMQ) and (with marginal significance) higher parent social anxiety (SADS) relate to slower responses to faces versus objects at 12 months (A, C). Lower social comfort (COMQ) was associated with smaller responses to faces versus objects at 6 months (B, D).
Table 1: Demographic and descriptive data for the subgroups included in particular analyses.  

Key:  f = female. (B)PC = Biological Primary Caregiver. COMQ = Social Competence Questionnaire. SADS = Social Avoidance and Distress Scale; VAB = Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scale; SS = Standard Score. Values are mean (standard error) and range (minimum-maximum).

### 6 months

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EEG Analysis</th>
<th>ERP Analysis</th>
<th>Habitation Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (days)</td>
<td>195.3 (1.8)</td>
<td>197.8 (1.6)</td>
<td>195.8 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>178-220</td>
<td>178-224</td>
<td>178-224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Caucasian</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% (B) PC is female</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC COMQ Total score</td>
<td>31.2 (.7)</td>
<td>29.5 (1.0)</td>
<td>31.8 (.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17-40</td>
<td>16-40</td>
<td>21-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC SADS Total score</td>
<td>4.9 (.6)</td>
<td>6.1 (1.0)</td>
<td>4.0 (.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0-23</td>
<td>0-23</td>
<td>0-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infant VAB Socialization SS</td>
<td>109.9 (1.0)</td>
<td>110.6 (1.3)</td>
<td>108.4 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>91-126</td>
<td>94-126</td>
<td>87-123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infant VAB Communication SS</td>
<td>110.1 (1.1)</td>
<td>108.0 (1.7)</td>
<td>112.0 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>82-123</td>
<td>82-123</td>
<td>93-123</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 12 months

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EEG analysis</th>
<th>ERP Analysis</th>
<th>Habitation Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

31
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>n=66 (29 f)</th>
<th>n=50 (29 f)</th>
<th>n=47 (24 f)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (days)</td>
<td>380.1 (2.6)</td>
<td>380.4 (1.5)</td>
<td>379.7 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>361-448</td>
<td>361-448</td>
<td>361-448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Caucasian</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% (B) PC is female</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC COMQ Total score</td>
<td>30.8 (.6)</td>
<td>29.9 (.8)</td>
<td>30.9 (.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21-40</td>
<td>18-40</td>
<td>18-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC SADS Total score</td>
<td>4.3 (.5)</td>
<td>5.1 (.7)</td>
<td>4.5 (.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0-15</td>
<td>0-23</td>
<td>0-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infant VAB Socialization SS</td>
<td>96.4 (.7)</td>
<td>96.6 (.7)</td>
<td>97.4 (.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>84-112</td>
<td>84-112</td>
<td>84-112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infant VAB Communication SS</td>
<td>107.9 (1.2)</td>
<td>107.6 (1.5)</td>
<td>110.2 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80-124</td>
<td>80-121</td>
<td>80-124</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>